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the latest thriller from the oscar-winning director of the english patient is beautifully shot, but a misfire. on the surface, the story concerns a trio of assassins (kirk franklin, david alan grier and marlon wayans), whose target is a mysterious assassin (anthony mackie). but their careers are on the line in a sequence of violent
encounters that are at times funny, at others surreal and most of all, violent. the film is a nice-looking, sumptuous, but ultimately disappointing action film that's clearly aimed at a particular kind of audience. its realism is so over-the-top, so weirdly nonlinear and so relentlessly violent, that you can't help wondering if this is really
the way life really is. (lawrence toppman) (dec. 7) read more the new tv series homeland has been compared to 24 but lacks the obsessiveness and the grit of the former show, which ended its run last summer. the new political thriller, which premieres tonight, jan. 17, has many of the same ingredients as 24 and an added jolt of
adrenalin. despite its smart plotting, it doesn't quite live up to the over-the-top weirdness of the 24 series. but what homeland lacks in originality and obsession, it makes up for with its action scenes, which are edited with a confidence and speed that made 24 feel more akin to a movie than a tv show. (john p. johnson) (jan. there

are many ways in which the future of films will be shaped by the digital revolution, but one of the most immediate will be its influence on the business of making movies. this past summer, the directors guild of america made headlines when it announced that it would no longer permit streaming services like netflix to broadcast its
annual awards show. (it changed its mind after the controversy subsided.) the reason was that the dga, like many other guilds, wanted a piece of the streaming service's newfound war chest of more than $1 billion. that's less than the streaming services have spent on films, which, if they play their cards right, will soon be

streaming to theaters. so it's a good time to take a look at the differences between these two new forms of distribution. read more
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the 21st century has been a golden age for female filmmakers. they are now big-budget hollywood blockbusters, arthouse indies and in the growing ranks of festival programmers. whether it’s argo, the help or the big short, the new generation of female filmmakers are creating narratives that speak to the current moment in
history. it’s thrilling to see the way these complex, emotionally rich and politically relevant films are being made and, hopefully, will give audiences another reason to go to the movies. (jill fink, co-curator of the exhibition) read more this most intimate of movies is a video diary that turns into a brutal, unflinching portrait of a

young woman's descent into prostitution after her pimp dies in a fit of paranoia. assigned to the role of camera operator by an underground street-photography crew, brett pitman follows 15-year-old amber as she navigates a world that is both distinctly hers and one to which she has no recourse. in the process of building a life on
the streets, amber must contend with pimps, johns and police, and ultimately learn to cope with the situation in which she finds herself. (laura poitras) (cinema guild) read more upon leaving the theater, an audience member, who shall remain nameless, expressed astonishment over the fact that i had not seen inherent vice. "but
it's a great book," i countered, hoping that this would be the end of it. "i know," he said. "you don't understand. it's a great movie, too." "that's what i said, isn't it?" "no, you said 'book.'" "i didn't say it." "i heard it. but i'm saying it now. it's both. it's a book and a movie." "it's both what?" "it's a great book and a great movie." "it's a
book and a movie?" "it's a great book and a great movie." "that's what you said." "no, you said it." "i didn't." "you said it." "you said, 'it's a great book and a great movie.'" i don't remember saying that." "you did." i said 'book' not'movie' and 'and' not 'and' not 'and.'" "that's what you said, didn't you? you said it." "you said it first."

"i'm saying it now." "you're saying it now, but you said it first." "i heard it first." "you heard it first, but i said it now." "you heard it first, but i'm saying it now." "you said it first, but i'm saying it now. 5ec8ef588b
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